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1. What do we know about the net charge densities of the Universe? 
Lepton asymmetry is the least constrained matter asymmetry 

2. What does that tell us on the genesis of matter?  
Measurement of lepton asymmetry would constrain matter genesis scenario 

3. Cosmological consequences of a large lepton asymmetry?  
Evolution at QCD epoch 
Dark matter abundance



What do we know?



Conserved numbers in the 
present Universe

• electric charge Q 

• baryon number B 

• lepton number L 

• perhaps dark matter particle number 
(asymmetric dark matter) ?  

Express as net charge densities nQ, nB, nL, … 



Cosmic Microwave 
Background

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 1. Planck 2018 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the frequency-coadded temperature spectrum
computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood, with foreground and other nuisance parameters fixed to a best fit assuming
the base-⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum estimates from the Commander
component-separation algorithm, computed over 86 % of the sky. The base-⇤CDM theoretical spectrum best fit to the Planck

TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing likelihoods is plotted in light blue in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� diagonal uncertainties, including cosmic variance (approximated as Gaussian) and not
including uncertainties in the foreground model at ` � 30. Note that the vertical scale changes at ` = 30, where the horizontal axis
switches from logarithmic to linear.

the best-fit temperature data alone, assuming the base-⇤CDM
model, adding the beam-leakage model and fixing the Galactic
dust amplitudes to the central values of the priors obtained from
using the 353-GHz maps. This is clearly a model-dependent pro-
cedure, but given that we fit over a restricted range of multipoles,
where the TT spectra are measured to cosmic variance, the re-
sulting polarization calibrations are insensitive to small changes
in the underlying cosmological model.

In principle, the polarization e�ciencies found by fitting the
T E spectra should be consistent with those obtained from EE.
However, the polarization e�ciency at 143 ⇥ 143, c

EE

143, derived
from the EE spectrum is about 2� lower than that derived from
T E (where the � is the uncertainty of the T E estimate, of the
order of 0.02). This di↵erence may be a statistical fluctuation or
it could be a sign of residual systematics that project onto cali-
bration parameters di↵erently in EE and T E. We have investi-
gated ways of correcting for e↵ective polarization e�ciencies:
adopting the estimates from EE (which are about a factor of
2 more precise than T E) for both the T E and EE spectra (we
call this the “map-based” approach); or applying independent

estimates from T E and EE (the “spectrum-based” approach). In
the baseline Plik likelihood we use the map-based approach,
with the polarization e�ciencies fixed to the e�ciencies ob-
tained from the fits on EE:

⇣
c

EE

100

⌘
EE fit

= 1.021;
⇣
c

EE

143

⌘
EE fit

=

0.966; and
⇣
c

EE

217

⌘
EE fit

= 1.040. The CamSpec likelihood, de-
scribed in the next section, uses spectrum-based e↵ective polar-
ization e�ciency corrections, leaving an overall temperature-to-
polarization calibration free to vary within a specified prior.

The use of spectrum-based polarization e�ciency estimates
(which essentially di↵ers by applying to EE the e�ciencies
given above, and to T E the e�ciencies obtained fitting the T E

spectra,
⇣
c

EE

100

⌘
TE fit

= 1.04,
⇣
c

EE

143

⌘
TE fit

= 1.0, and
⇣
c

EE

217

⌘
TE fit

=

1.02), also has a small, but non-negligible impact on cosmo-
logical parameters. For example, for the ⇤CDM model, fitting
the Plik TT,TE,EE+lowE likelihood, using spectrum-based po-
larization e�ciencies, we find small shifts in the base-⇤CDM
parameters compared with ignoring spectrum-based polariza-
tion e�ciency corrections entirely; the largest of these shifts
are +0.5� in !b, +0.1� in !c, and +0.3� in ns (to be com-
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Fig. 2. Planck 2018 T E (top) and EE (bottom) power spectra. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the coadded frequency spectra
computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood with foreground and other nuisance parameters fixed to a best fit assuming
the base-⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectra estimates from the SimAll likelihood
(though only the EE spectrum is used in the baseline parameter analysis at `  29). The best-fit base-⇤CDM theoretical spectrum fit
to the Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing likelihood is plotted in light blue in the upper panels. Residuals with respect to this model
are shown in the lower panels. The error bars show Gaussian ±1� diagonal uncertainties including cosmic variance. Note that the
vertical scale changes at ` = 30, where the horizontal axis switches from logarithmic to linear.
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TT EE

Fluctuations in temperature and polarisation allow to 
extract all parameters of cosmological standard model 
(five of them are determined at precision better than 1 per cent)  



Charge asymmetry
Universe is almost perfect conductor ⇒                    
no electric fields, homogeneous charge 
distribution 

magnetohydrodynamic limit: Gauss law relates 
charge density to vorticity and magnetic fields 

CMB provides upper limits on primordial magnetic 
field strength and vorticity ⇒    

q = nQ /s < 10-36                                                  Caprini & Ferreira 2005



Baryon asymmetry 
Cosmic Microwave Background
Planck spectrum T0 = 2.7255 ± 0.0006 K Fixsen et al. 2009 

fixes entropy density at photon decoupling  
s = (4𝜋2/45)[1 + (7/8)(4/11) Neff] (T0)3            SM: Neff = 3.046 

angular power spectrum: Planck collaboration 2018 
baryonic matter density: 
𝜔b = 0.02236 ± 0.00029 (95% Planck TT, TE, EE, low E) 

number of thermal neutrino flavours:  
Neff = 2.99 ± 0.34 (95% Planck TT, TE, EE, low E, lensing, BAO) 

b = nB /s = (8.60 ± 0.06) x 10-11



Baryon asymmetry 
Primordial nucleosynthesis

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 39. Constraints in the !b–Ne↵ plane from Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE and Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+BAO+lensing data (68 %
and 95 % contours) compared to the predictions of BBN com-
bined with primordial abundance measurements of helium
(Aver et al. 2015, in grey) and deuterium (Cooke et al. 2018, in
green and blue, depending on which reaction rates are assumed).
In the CMB analysis, Ne↵ is allowed to vary as an additional
parameter to the base-⇤CDM model, while YP is inferred from
!b and Ne↵ according to BBN predictions. For clarity we only
show the deuterium predictions based on the PArthENoPEcode
with two assumptions on the nuclear rate d(p, �)3He (case (a) in
blue, case (b) in green). These constraints assume no significant
lepton asymmetry.

with the !b-only error between parentheses, followed by the to-
tal error including the theoretical uncertainty. These results are in
agreement with the Cooke et al. (2018) measurement to within
0.8�, 1.4�, and 1.7�, respectively. Thus no significant tensions
are found in any of these cases.

Nuclear rates from bounds from Planck. The previous para-
graphs highlighted the importance of assumptions on the
radiative-capture process d(p, �)3He for deuterium abundance
predictions. It is worth checking whether the comparison of
CMB and deuterium abundance data provides an indirect esti-
mate of this rate. This approach was suggested in Cooke et al.
(2014) and implemented in Di Valentino et al. (2014) and
PCP15. We can now update it using the latest Planck and deu-
terium data.

We parameterize the thermal rate R2(T ) of the d(p, �)3He
process in the PArthENoPE code by rescaling the rate R

ex
2 (T ) fit-

ted to experimental data by Adelberger et al. (2011) with a factor
A2:

R2(T ) = A2 R
ex
2 (T ) . (74)

This factor does not account in an exact way for the di↵erences
between the experimental fit and the theoretical predictions; it
should instead be seen as a consistency parameter, very much
like AL for CMB lensing in Sect. 6.2. The rate R

th
2 (T ) predicted

by Marcucci et al. (2005) has a temperature dependance that is
close to what is measured experimentally, and can be very well
approximated by a rescaling factor A2 = 1.055. The new theo-
retical rate obtained by Marcucci et al. (2016) has a slightly dif-
ferent temperature dependence but is well approximated by an

e↵ective rescaling factor A
th
2 = 1.16 (Mangano & Pisanti, pri-

vate communication).
Assuming the base-⇤CDM model, we then constrain A2 us-

ing Planck data combined with the latest deuterium abundance
measurements from Cooke et al. (2018). We still need to take
into account theoretical errors on deuterium predictions arising
from uncertainties on other rates, and from the di↵erence be-
tween various codes. According to Marcucci et al. (2016) and
Pitrou et al. (2018), the deuterium fusion uncertainties propagate
to an error �(yDP) = 0.03, which encompasses the di↵erence
on deuterium predictions between PArthENoPE versus PRIMAT.
Thus we adopt �(yDP) = 0.03 as the theoretical error on deu-
terium predictions in this analysis. Adding the theoretical error
in quadrature to the observational error of Cooke et al. (2018),
we obtain a total error of �(yDP) = 0.042 on deuterium, which
we use in our joint fits of Planck+deutrium (D) data. We find

A2 = 1.138 ± 0.072 (68 %, Planck TT+lowE+D), (75a)

A2 = 1.080 ± 0.061 (68 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+D). (75b)

If we compare these results with those from PCP15, the tension
between the Planck TT+lowE+D prediction and the experimen-
tal rate slightly increases to 1.9�. However the inclusion of po-
larization brings the Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+D prediction half-
way between the experimental value and the theoretical rate of
Marcucci et al. (2016), in agreement with both at the 1.3� level.
The situation is thus inconclusive and highlights the need for a
precise experimental determination of the d(p, �)3He rate with
LUNA (Gustavino 2017).

Varying the density of relic radiation. We can also relax the as-
sumption that Ne↵ = 3.046 to check the agreement between
CMB and primordial element abundances in the !b–Ne↵ plane.
Figure 39 shows that this agreement is very good, with a clear
overlap of the 95 % preferred regions of Planck and of the he-
lium+deuterium measurements. This is true with any of our as-
sumptions on the nuclear rates. For clarity in the plot, we only
include the predictions of PArthENoPE (cases (a) and (b)), but
those of PRIMAT are very close to case (b). Since all these data
sets are compatible with each other, we can combine them to
obtain marginalized bounds on Ne↵ , valid in the 7-parameter
⇤CDM+Ne↵ model, with an error bar reduced by up to 30 %
compared to the Planck+BAO bounds of Eq. (67b):

(a) Ne↵ = 2.89+0.29
�0.29

(b) Ne↵ = 3.05+0.27
�0.27

(c) Ne↵ = 3.06+0.26
�0.28

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+Aver (2015)
+Cooke (2018);

(76)

(a) Ne↵ = 2.94+0.27
�0.27

(b) Ne↵ = 3.10+0.26
�0.25

(c) Ne↵ = 3.12+0.25
�0.26

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+BAO+Aver (2015)
+Cooke (2018).

(77)

The bounds become even stronger if we combine the helium
measurements of Aver et al. (2015) and Peimbert et al. (2016):

(a) Ne↵ = 2.93+0.23
�0.23

(b) Ne↵ = 3.04+0.22
�0.22

(c) Ne↵ = 3.06+0.22
�0.22

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+BAO+Aver (2015)
+Peimbert (2016)
+Cooke (2018).

(78)
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while PRIMAT gives

Y
BBN
P = 0.24714+(0.00012)0.00049

�(0.00013)0.00049 (95 %, TT,TE,EE+lowE). (72b)

The first set of error bars (in parentheses) reflects only the un-
certainty on !b, while the second set includes the theoretical
uncertainty �(YBBN

P ) added in quadrature. The two mean val-
ues are shifted by �Y

BBN
P ⇡ 4.2 ⇥ 10�4 because of di↵erences

in the adopted neutron lifetime and because PRIMAT includes
a more elaborate treatment of weak interaction rates. However,
this shift is quite close to the theoretical errors estimated from
both codes, and about an order of magnitude smaller that the
observational error quoted by Aver et al. (2015). As shown in
Fig. 38, the results from both codes lie well within the region
favoured by the Aver et al. (2015) observations. They are also
compatible at the 1� level with the combined Aver et al. (2015)
and Peimbert et al. (2016) results, but in 3.6–3.8� tension with
the Izotov et al. (2014) results. Evidently, there is an urgent need
to resolve the di↵erences between the helium abundance mea-
surements and this tension should be borne in mind when we
use the Aver et al. (2015) measurements below.
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Fig. 38. Summary of BBN results with Ne↵ = 3.046, using
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE. All bands are 68 % credible intervals.
The standard BBN predictions computed with PArthENoPE are
shown in green (case (b) in the text), while those from PRIMAT
are in black dashed lines (case (c)). The blue lines show the
PArthENoPE results based on the experimental determination of
nuclear rates by Adelberger et al. (2011), instead of the theoret-
ical rate of Marcucci et al. (2016, case (a)).

Primordial deuterium. There has been significant progress re-
lated to deuterium abundance determination since the comple-
tion of PCP15. On the observational side, Cooke et al. (2018)
have published a new estimate based on their best seven
measurements in metal-poor damped Ly↵ systems, yDP ⌘

105
nD/nH = 2.527 ± 0.030 (68 % CL). On the calculational

side, the value of the nuclear reaction rate d(p, �)3He, which
has a major impact on BBN computations of the primordial
deuterium calculation, has now been calculated ab initio. The
most recent theoretical calculation is presented in Marcucci et al.
(2016, leading to a smaller value of yDP) and di↵ers significantly

from previous predictions extrapolated from laboratory experi-
ments by Adelberger et al. (2011). This issue should be settled
by forthcoming precise measurements by the LUNA experiment
(Gustavino 2017). In this paper we will compare the results ob-
tained when the deuterium fraction is computed in three di↵erent
ways:

(a) with PArthENoPE, assuming the experimental rate from
Adelberger et al. (2011);

(b) with PArthENoPE, using the theoretical rate of
Marcucci et al. (2016);

(c) with PRIMAT, using the rate from Iliadis et al. (2016), based
on a hybrid method that consists of assuming the energy de-
pendence of the rate computed ab initio by Marcucci et al.
(2005) and normalizing it with a fit to a selection of labora-
tory measurements.

In addition to the d(p, �)3He reaction rates, the current versions
of PArthENoPE, PRIMAT, and other codes (such as that devel-
oped by Nollett & Burles 2000; Nollett & Holder 2011) make
di↵erent assumptions on other rates, in particular those of the
deuterium fusion reactions d(d, n)3He and d(d, p)3H, which also
contribute significantly to the error budget of the primordial deu-
terium fraction. PArthENoPE estimates these rates by averaging
over all existing measurements, while PRIMAT again uses a hy-
brid method based on a subset of the existing data. When using
one of approaches (a), (b), or (c), we adopt di↵erent theoretical
errors. For (a), Adelberger et al. (2011) estimate that the error in
their extrapolated rate propagates to �(yDP) = 0.06. For (b), we
rely on the claim by Marcucci et al. (2016) that the error is now
dominated by uncertainties on deuterium fusion and propagates
to �(yDP) = 0.03. For (c), the error computed by PRIMAT (close
to the best-fit value of !b) is similar, �(yDP) = 0.032.

These systematic error estimates are consistent with the dif-
ferences between di↵erent BBN codes. Taking d(p, �)3He from
Marcucci et al. (2016), the prediction of PArthENoPE 1.10 is
higher than that of the code by Nollett & Holder (2011) by
about �yDP = 0.04, which is comparable to the theoretical er-
ror adopted in this paper. Nollett & Holder (2011) attribute this
shift to their di↵erent assumptions on the deuterium fusion rates.
The shift between cases (b) and (c) is smaller, �yDP = 0.015,
suggesting that di↵erences in d(p, �)3He and in the deuterium
fusion rates nearly compensate each other in the final result.

Nuclear rate uncertainties are critically important in the dis-
cussion of the compatibility between deuterium measurements
and CMB data. Cooke et al. (2018) reported that their measure-
ment of primordial deuterium was in moderate 2.0� tension
with the Planck baryon density from PCP15. This is based on
the predictions of the code of Nollett & Holder (2011) with the
nuclear rate of Marcucci et al. (2016), including observational
errors on yDP and !b, but no theoretical error on the BBN code
prediction. Taking the same assumptions as Cooke et al. (2018),
but switching to PArthENoPE 1.10, we find agreement at the
1.4� level; when adding the theoretical error �(yDP) = 0.03, we
find consistency to 1.1�.

We now update this discussion using the latest Planck re-
sults. With our three assumptions (a), (b), and (c) on standard
BBN, the determination of !b by Planck 2018 for the base-
⇤CDM model (see Eq. 71) implies

(a) yDP = 2.587+(0.055)0.13
�(0.052)0.13

(b) yDP = 2.455+(0.054)0.081
�(0.053)0.080

(c) yDP = 2.439+(0.053)0.082
�(0.051)0.081

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

95 %, TT,TE,EE+lowE, (73)
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Measurements are consistent with observed light 
element abundance and primordial nucleosynthesis 
(systematic nuclear physics and BBN code errors exceed observational errors on D/H)

Planck collaboration 2018



Lepton asymmetry I
• before onset of neutrino oscillations at T~10 MeV lepton flavour is 

effectively conserved 

• neutrino flavour chemical potentials equilibrate once neutrino 
oscillations start in the early Universe 

• neutrinos decouple at T ~1 MeV 

• after electron-positron annihilation (at T ~ me/3) electron density fixed 
by proton density, fixed by b and YP                                                     
lepton asymmetry l turns into a neutrino asymmetry  

• neutrino asymmetry described by neutrino degeneracy parameter 𝜉 
neutrino momentum distribution function becomes                        
f(p;T,𝜉) = [exp(p/T - 𝜉) + 1] -1



Lepton asymmetry II

• Neff = 3[1 + (30/7) (𝜉/𝜋)2 + (15/7) (𝜉/𝜋)4]                                                                                  
⇒ lepton asymmetry increases the expansion rate 

• nn/np = exp[- (mn - mp)/T - 𝜉] (an excess in electron neutrinos 

leads to induced neutron decay and thus less neutrons)                                     
⇒ positive lepton asymmetry reduces YP



Lepton asymmetry III

Isabel M. Oldengott and Dominik J. Schwarz

Table 1: Cosmological parameters from fit to Planck 2015 data. Given are mean values and their 68% (95%) confidence intervals.
The right column serves as a comparison to the standard case without lepton asymmetry. The neutrino chemical potential ξ,
dimensionless baryon density ωb, and the scalar spectral index ns are primary parameters, while the helium mass fraction Yp

and the deuterium abundance yDP are derived parameters.

(No lepton asymmetry)
TT+lowP+lensing TTTEEE+lowP+lensing TTTEEE+lowP+lensing

ξ −0.011+0.076
−0.098

!+0.179
−0.167

"
−0.002 +0.053

−0.060
!+0.114

−0.111
"

0

ωb 0.02235 +0.00031
−0.00035

!+0.00066
−0.00064

"
0.02229 +0.00022

−0.00023
!+0.00043
−0.00044

"
0.02228 +0.00016

−0.00017
!+0.00032

−0.00032
"

Yp 0.251 +0.025
−0.020

!+0.041
−0.042

"
0.248 +0.014

−0.014
!+0.027
−0.027

"
0.24784+0.000067

−0.000069
!+0.000136
−0.000134

"

yDP 2.448 +0.086
−0.084

!+0.166
−0.166

"
2.443 +0.055

−0.054
!+0.107
−0.109

"
2.439 +0.029

−0.029
!+0.057
−0.058

"

ns 0.9704 +0.011
−0.013

!+0.024
−0.023

"
0.9660 +0.0078

−0.0083
!+0.0158
−0.0159

"
0.9654 +0.0047

−0.0049
!+0.0096
−0.0094

"
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Fig. 2: (Colour online) BBN prediction for the helium abun-
dance Yp with Neff as a free parameter (red solid line) and ξ as
a free parameter (blue solid line), where the blue circles mark
different values of ξ. Dashed lines are the mean values for Yp

(orange) and Neff (green) as 1-parameter extensions to the base
ΛCDM model from [1] (TTTEEE+lensing), shaded regions are
the corresponding 95% confidence regions.

presents the 95% confidence region of Yp for an analy-
sis [1] with Yp as an additional free parameter to the base
ΛCDM parameters. While the orange region constrains
the red curve only very weakly, the blue curve is tightly
constrained to a region of small values for Neff (and there-
fore small ξ). See also [14] and [33] for a discussion about
the importance of BBN consistent analyses.

With an agreement with zero lepton asymmetry within
1σ we conclude that there is no evidence for lepton asym-
metry from CMB data. Note that this however still leaves
a lot of space for a lepton asymmetry orders of magnitude
larger than the baryon asymmetry.

It is furthermore interesting to note that the inclusion
of lepton asymmetry enhances the errors of ωb, Yp, yDP
and ns compared to the minimal ΛCDM model (see the
right column in table 1). Since in the standard model Yp
and yDP are only functions of ωb, their errors are usually

also entirely determined by the error of ωb. It is therefore
natural that the additional dependence of Yp and yDP on
ξ results in an enhancement of the uncertainties of Yp,
yDP and ωb. The enhancement in the error of ns can be
explained by the degeneracy of Yp with ns.

Our constraints for ξ are at least a factor of ∼4 stronger
than previous constraints in [15]6 (using Planck data)
and [12–14] (using WMAP data). Comparing our re-
sults to the Planck forecast [33] we can confirm the ex-
pected 68% confidence region. Our constraints are weaker
by a factor of ∼2 than the constraints from [9–11],
where direct measurements of primordial elements were
used additionally to the CMB constraints for ωb. Note
however that those constraints from direct measure-
ments should be treated with caution: Direct measure-
ments of the primordial helium abundance seem to suffer
from significant systematic errors, comparing, e.g., Yp =
0.2551±0.0022 [34] with the measurement reported above
and shown for comparison in the figures of this work,
Yp = 0.2449 ± 0.0040 [32]. Even though weaker, the CMB
constraints derived in this work therefore seem to be more
robust.

Our derived constraints on the primordial helium and
deuterium abundance are consistent within 2σ with those
from direct observations, i.e., Yp = 0.2449 ± 0.0040
(68% CL) [32] and yDP = 2.53 ± 0.04 (68% CL) [11]. The
constraints from direct measurements can be translated
into constraints in the (ξ, ωb)-plane, as we see in fig. 3.
Being almost perpendicular to the ξ-axis, the form of the
helium contour (orange) shows why helium is generally a
good leptometer [19]: The constraints on ξ are relatively
independent of constraints on the baryon density. Inter-
estingly, the overlap of the CMB data contours in fig. 3
(blue) with the deuterium measurement (green) reveals a
tendency towards negative values of the neutrino chemi-
cal potential, i.e., towards a negative lepton asymmetry.

6Note however that the sum of neutrino masses
!

mν is addi-
tionally allowed to vary in [15].

29001-p4

Oldengott & Schwarz 2017

shaded regions: 1-parameter  
limits from Planck 2016 



Lepton asymmetry 
Cosmic Microwave Background

Oldengott & Schwarz 2017

Improved CMB constraints on lepton asymmetry

Fig. 1: (Colour online) 2d and 1d marginalised posterior distributions of the cosmological parameters most affected by lepton
asymmetry, where the contours are the 68% and 95% confidence regions. Orange and green bands are the 68% and 95%
confidence regions of direct measurements of the primordial helium (orange, 0.2449±0.0040, 68%, [32]) and deuterium abundance
(green, yDP = 2.53 ± 0.04, 68%, [11]).

In fig. 1, we present the posterior distributions of those
parameters which are most affected in the presence of lep-
ton asymmetry. For better comparison we also plot the
1σ- and 2σ-regions of direct measurements of the primor-
dial helium (Yp = 0.2449 ± 0.0040, [32]) and deuterium
abundance (yDP = 2.53 ± 0.04, [11]). The correspond-
ing mean values as well as the confidence regions of the
MCMC analysis can be found in table 1.

The constraints on the neutrino dimensionless chemical
potential can be translated into constraints on the lepton
asymmetry via eq. (1), i.e., −0.14 ≤ ηl ≤ 0.13 (TT+
lowP+lensing) and −0.085 ≤ ηl ≤ 0.084 (TTTEEE+
lowP+lensing) at 95% CL. We can furthermore impose
an upper limit on the number of effective degrees of

freedom (2), i.e., ∆Neff < 0.042 (TT+lowP+lensing) and
∆Neff < 0.017 (TTTEEE+lowP+lensing) at 95% CL. Re-
markably, these constraints are stronger by a factor of at
least ∼ 10 than those obtained from an analysis without
lepton asymmetry, but with Neff as a free parameter [1]
(comparing to Neff = 2.94 ± 0.38 for TTTEEE+lensing,
95% CL). This reveals the importance of taking the full
effect of lepton asymmetry on BBN into account —which
includes not only the effect of ∆Neff but also the modi-
fied weak interactions that change the neutron-to-proton
ratio. Figure 2 illustrates this aspect in more detail: We
show the BBN prediction for the helium mass fraction Yp
for the case of Neff as a free parameter (red) and the case
of ξ as a free parameter (blue). The orange-shaded region
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Fig. 3: (Colour online) 2d marginalised posterior distri-
bution in the (ξ, ωb)-plane using Planck 2015 TTTEEE+
lowP+lensing data (blue), direct measurements of the primor-
dial helium (orange) [32] and deuterium (green) [11] abun-
dance, where the contours are the 68% and 95% confidence
regions. Dotted green lines show the constraints from the
deuterium measurements without the update of the AlterBBN
code [30].

This tendency is however not observed, when the previous
version of the AlterBBN code is used (green dotted lines).
This manifests how important the correct treatment of nu-
clear reaction rates is and is another indication that the
systematic uncertainties from BBN exceed the statistical
uncertainties.

A rigorous comparison of our constraints to direct
measurements of yDP and Yp would however demand
a more careful treatment of the systematic uncertain-
ties of the BBN predicted values: First of all, we did
not correct for the small difference between the defini-
tion of the helium fraction in BBN codes (mHe ≡ 4mN)
and helium fraction in Boltzmann codes7, which account
for the mass defect of helium (a O(1%) correction).
Furthermore, we did not include the theoretical uncertain-
ties of Yp (O(0.05%)) and yDP (O(5%)) due to uncertain-
ties in the measurements of nuclear reaction rates. Finally,
a more rigorous approach would also take into account
the fact that there exist discrepant measurements of the
neutron life time, τn = [880.3 ± 1.1] s [36] and τn =
[887.8 ± 1.2(stat.) ± 1.9(syst.)] s (68% CL) [37], that lead
to an additional theoretical uncertainty in Yp (O(0.6%))
and yDP (O(0.4%)) (see footnote 8). For non-zero chemical

7The Planck 2015 analysis takes the mass defect into account,
whereas the Planck 2013 analysis [35] neglects it.

8Our fitting formulae for Yp and yDP are based on calculations
with the AlterBBN default value τn = 885.7 s.

potentials this uncertainty can increase to maximally
O(1%), i.e., the relation between Yp and ξ predicted by
BBN is correct at the level of O(1%). Note that cur-
rent CMB data with a precision of O(5–10%) in Yp (see
table 1) are not sensitive to such small differences in Yp,
and all of our results in table 1 should be mainly unaffected
by those additional uncertainties. For a comparison with
direct measurements of Yp and yDP (that have errors of
only O(2%)) those additional uncertainties become how-
ever relevant and should be taken into account.

Conclusions. – In this work, we derived constraints
on lepton asymmetry using the Planck 2015 data [1] of
the CMB angular power spectra. We modified the Boltz-
mann code class in order to take into account the in-
creased number of relativistic degrees of freedom (2) and
the modified helium fraction Yp(ωb, ξ) to impose BBN
consistency. We thereby assumed equal flavour asym-
metries and neglected neutrino masses. We find ξ =
−0.011+0.179

−0.167 (95% CL) using the high-ℓ temperature data,
the low-ℓ polarization data and lensing reconstruction
(TT+lowP+lensing). Including the high-ℓ polarization
data (TTTEEE+lowP+lensing) reduces the uncertainty
of ξ further, resulting in ξ = −0.002+0.114

−0.111 (95% CL).
For the lepton asymmetry ηl (1) this implies −0.14 ≤
ηl ≤ 0.13 (TT+lowP+lensing) and −0.085 ≤ ηl ≤ 0.084
(TTTEEE+lowP+lensing) at 95% CL. Our constraints
are significantly stronger than previous constraints from
CMB data [12–15]. Even though our CMB constraints
are weaker (factor ∼ 2) than the constraints obtained from
direct measurements of light element abundances [9–11],
we think that they are more robust, since direct measure-
ments of primordial light elements are still subject to size-
able systematic uncertainties. Our derived constraints on
the primordial helium Yp and deuterium yDP abundance
are in good agreement with direct measurements [11,32].
The 2d marginalised posteriors in the (ωb, ξ)-plane (fig. 3)
might hint at some tension between the CMB and the
observed light element abundances, but systematic issues
like BBN nuclear reaction rates become relevant at that
level of precision.

Finding consistent constraints on lepton asymmetry at
BBN and CMB epochs provides by itself a non-trivial con-
sistency check of the hot Big Bang model. On the other
hand, ηl is still allowed to exceed ηb by many orders of
magnitude, which could have interesting consequences for
physics at T > TBBN [17,18,38].
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What does it tell us?
q = 0 
b = 10-10    ?? 
| l | < 10-2

tiny baryon asymmetry — 
lepton asymmetry could be much larger 



Cosmological Inflation
• Evidence in favour of cosmological inflation: 

1. Spatial flatness  

2. Coherent fluctuations 

3. Gaussian fluctuations 

4. Almost scale-invariant power spectrum 

• Exponential dilution of all charge densities and 
entropy density by inflation e.g. nC(tend) = nC(tinitial) exp(- N), N > 50 

• Suppression of c = nC/s by massive entropy 
production during reheating after end of inflation 



Matter-Antimatter asymmetry
• Need either exponentially fine tuned initial 

conditions before inflation, or 
• Generate asymmetry at or after reheating ⇒ 

matter genesis 
• Requires three conditions Sakharov 1967:  

1. Violation of respective quantum number (e.g. B or L) 

2. Violation of C and CP  

3. Out-of-equilibrium situation



Many scenarios

• baryogenesis 
• leptogenesis  
• electric charge, baryon and lepton number are 

conserved at LHC (so far) 
• lowest possible matter genesis energy scale 

above Tew ~100 GeV and/or ELHC ~10 TeV



Sphaleron process
• non-perturbative, Es ~10 TeV, conserves B - L, but not B + L                         

Klinkhamer & Manton 1984 

• take place if Universe thermal above Tew and | l | < 10-2 McDonald 1999  

• vanilla scenarios (inflation scale ≫ 10 TeV, rapid reheating, and 
small matter asymmetry) predict relation between b and l. For the 
particle content of the standard model Harvey & Turner 1990:                                   
l = - (51/28) b = - (1.6 ± 0.1) 10-10 (tiny antineutrino excess today) 

• Scenarios of late leptogenesis or with inefficient sphaleron 
processes can give rise to | l | ≫ b 

• Sphaleron processes do not equilibrate flavour asymmetries



What is the finger print of 
large lepton asymmetry ?

Large lepton asymmetry would indicate low energy 
scale or a delayed mechanism of matter genesis 
(close to ew scale)



Lepton flavour number

• Le, L𝜇, L𝜏 are effectively conserved before Universe 
is old enough for neutrino oscillations 

• all scenarios allow large lepton flavour 
asymmetries, if a suitable flavour violating 
matter genesis mechanism is at work,                                   
e.g. le = l = - 1.6 x 10-10 and l𝜇 = - I𝜏 of order unity



QCD epoch
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Cosmic trajectory
• five conservation equations: q, b, le, l𝜇, l𝜏 

• weak interactions in equilibrium, i.e. 𝜇u = 𝜇d + 𝜇e - 𝜇𝜈 

• high T: ideal quark gas 𝜇B = 𝜇u + 2𝜇d, 𝜇Q = 𝜇u - 𝜇d, 𝜇L = 𝜇𝜈 

• low T: hadron resonance gas 𝜇B = 𝜇n, 𝜇Q = 𝜇𝜋 = 𝜇p - 𝜇n, 𝜇L = 𝜇𝜈 

• T~ ΛQCD: susceptibilities from lattice QCD at 𝜇=0, analytic for ideal 

lepton gas, nB(T,𝜇) = 𝜒BB 𝜇B + 𝜒BQ 𝜇Q, etc. 



Cosmic trajectory
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Cosmic trajectory
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Cosmic trajectory
ideal quark gas

hadron resonance gas

2+1 lattice QCD

2+1+1 lattice QCD
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Further consequences?
Flavour equilibrium: 

• can large lepton asymmetry make the cosmic QCD 
transition a first order transition? … quite unlikely 

• can it give rise to a pion condensate in the early 
Universe, i.e. is 𝜇Q ~ m𝜋 possible? … no  

No flavour equilibrium: 

• Effects can be more extreme … under investigation



Dark matter abundance
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Conclusion
• lepton asymmetry is most robustly constrained from CMB,                 

| l | < 0.012 @ 95%CL, need to improve deuterium prediction 

• large lepton asymmetry affects cosmic trajectory in QCD diagram, 
but no change of nature of transition and no pion condensate 

• in very early Universe | 𝜇Q | > 𝜇B, if | l | > 10-8 

• lepton (flavour) asymmetry affect dark matter abundance 

• weaker constraints on l𝜇 and l𝜏 dropping assumption on neutrino 
flavour equilibration … under investigation 

• direct determination of l would be possible from C𝜈B, e.g. PTOLEMY 


